Since 1978, Faxon Machining has been a leader in the field of *Precision Deep-Hole Drilling and CNC Machining* by focusing on our customer’s needs then exceeding their expectations. With our extensive CNC machining experience, proven service to a broad range of industries, and commitment towards our employees, vendors, and technology – Faxon Machining is able to provide complete turnkey manufacturing from our modern 180,000 square foot facility.

- **CNC Deep-Hole Drilling**  
  - Gundrilling & Trepannyaing  
  - CNC Boring & Contouring
- **Precision Bore Finishing**  
  - General Machining  
  - CNC Turning & 5-Axis Milling
- **Wire EDM & Hole Popping**  
  - CNC OD Grinding  
  - Quality & Engineering
- **Prototype Development**  
  - Low to High Volume Production & Assembly

We believe strongly in the value of building relationships and not just completing an order. Contact us today for an introduction to how Faxon Machining offers value-added solutions through state-of-the-art manufacturing, dedication to quality systems, and innovative thinking of our many dedicated employees.

*Proudly serving these Industries: Automotive ~ Medical ~ Oil & Energy ~ Food Processing  
OEM’s ~ Mold Manufacturing ~ Power Generation ~ Nuclear ~ Oceanographic ~ Heat Exchangers*

*Visit us on-line at www.faxon-machining.com*